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Executive Summary

Global Context

The. global. economy. is. undergoing. extraordinary.
change.. Technology. is. allowing. more. and. more.
parts. of. the. world. to. compete. effectively. with.
developed. countries.. The. rise. of. Asia-Pacific. and.
other. economies. is. undermining. the. economic.
pre-eminence. of. North. America. and. Europe.
and. threatening. traditional. middle. class. jobs..
The. recent. recession. has. eliminated. over. $40.
trillion. in.wealth,.disrupted.traditional.channels.of.
credit,.dramatically.reduced.the.fiscal.flexibility.of.
governments.and.ushered.in.a.period.of.heightened.
competition.for.economic.success.

In. the. industrialized. world,. human. capital. has.
become. the. critical. factor. in. long-term. economic.
growth.. Talented. individuals. are. in. high. demand.
and.are. increasingly.prepared.to.move.around.the.
world. in. pursuit. of. the. most. interesting. career.
opportunities.and.the.best.quality.of. life..The.total.
workforce.of.developed.nations.is.expected.to.peak.
in. 2010..As. the. global. economy. strengthens. while.
the.available.workforce.shrinks,.social.issues.such.
as. education. and. training,. housing,. child. care,.
inclusivity.and.immigration.will.become.increasingly.
important.economic.issues.as.well..

Addressing.climate.change.and.other.environmental.
issues.has.become.a.major.business.and.economic.
priority.. It. requires. major. public. and. private.
investments,.but.also.offers.increased.productivity.
and.energy.security..In.addition,.the.green.sectors.of.
the.global.economy.are.among.its.fastest.growing...

Urbanization.around.the.world.continues.unabated..
City-regions. are. becoming. increasingly. important.
connection.points. for. international.flows.of.goods,.
services,.finance,.technology,.people.and.ideas..As.
a.result,.economic.competition.for.both.investment.
and.talent.is.more.among.city-regions.than.among.
countries..

The. evolution. of. city-regions. enlarges. the. role. of.
local.governments.in.economic.development..Local.

governments.increasingly.forge.their.own.economic.
success. through. policies. that,. among. other.
activities,. ensure. a. welcoming. business. climate,.
create. a. quality. of. life. attractive. to. internationally.
mobile.talent,.and.market.business.opportunities.to.
foreign.investors..

Vancouver’s Economy

With.a.population.of.over.2.2.million.and.a.GDP.of.
over. $90B,. Metro. Vancouver. ranks. 64th. among.
city-regional. economies. in. size,. but. much. higher.
in. livability,. entrepreneurship. and. “greenness”..
It. accounts. for. about. half. the. provincial. economy..
The.region. is.fortunate.to.have.a.highly.diversified.
economy. that. provides. resilience. in. economic.
slowdowns.and.offers.a.wide.variety.of.jobs:

•.Vancouver’s. high. quality. of. life. supports.
strong. tourism. and. international. education.
sectors,.as.well.as.making.the.region.a.haven.
for. retirees,. second. homes,. and. business.
people.who.earn.their.livings.elsewhere

•.Vancouver’s. location. makes. it. a. natural.
transportation. and. business. hub. between.
North. America. and. the. rapidly. growing.
economies.of.Asia

•.The. region. serves. as. the. business. centre.
for. the. BC. economy,. providing. a. variety. of.
legal,. accounting. and. technical. services. to.
firms.throughout.the.province,.notably.in.the.
resource.industries

•.The.region’s.livability.has.attracted.a.wealth.
of. talented. individuals. who. have. built. an.
impressive. high-tech. sector,. as. well. as.
growing.creative.and.artistic.communities

•.Community. concern. for. its. natural.
surroundings,. coupled. with. progressive.
public. policy,. has. sparked. a. strong. nascent.
industry. in. alternative. energy,. clean. tech,.
engineering.and.related.activities

•.The.region.has.a.relatively.small.but.vibrant.
manufacturing. sector,. focused. on. local.
markets.(e.g..food.processing,.metal.products).
and. on. exports. of. wood. products. and. niche.
products.(e.g..performance.apparel)
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•.The.fertility.of.the.Fraser.Valley.has.spawned.
a.strong.agri-food.industry

•.The. region. has. a. thriving. social. economy.
sector,.with.innovative.cooperatives,.not-for-
profits.and.social.enterprises

Vancouver’s.economy.has.underperformed.relative.
to. other. city-regions. in. the. last. two. decades. and,.
despite.improvements.in.recent.years,.income.levels.
remain. below. those. of. competing. jurisdictions...
Lower. incomes. reduce. the. region’s. ability. to.
provide.services,.attract. talent,.make. investments.
to.address.climate.change.and.advance.other.high-
priority.community.goals.

Vancouver’s.economy.is.predominantly.one.of.small.
and. very. small. enterprises.. The. region’s. income.
levels. are. partly. due. to. its. relatively. low. levels. of.
exports. and. productivity,. which. in. turn. are. partly.
due.to.the.small.size.of.local.companies..

Climate Change and the “Green” Economy

Vancouver.is.ranked.highly.among.North.American.
regions. for. its. environmental. achievements,. but.
lags.behind.many.northern.European.cities..Climate.
change. and. other. environmental. issues. represent.
both.challenges.and.opportunities..The.challenge.is.
to.develop.financing.and.programs.to.reduce.GHG.
emissions. rapidly;. the. opportunity. is. to. use. these.
programs. to. develop. green. jobs. and. firms. that.
export.green.products.and.services.

The. “green”. sectors. of. the. global. economy. are.
among.the.very.fastest.growing,.thanks.to.targeting.
of. these. sectors. by. many. governments’. stimulus.
packages.. Vancouver. is. well. positioned. to. take.
advantage. of. this. opportunity.. Though. its. green.
sectors,.and.the.firms.in.them,.are.relatively.small,.
they.are.also.innovative.and.increasingly.recognized.
for.their.advanced.energy,.green.building.and.other.
offerings...The.region.enjoys.a.strong.identification.
with. “green,”. which. can. help. market. Vancouver.
exports,.as.well.as.attract.and.retain.internationally.
mobile. professionals. with. a. commitment. to. the.
environment.

Human Capital

In. developing,. attracting. and. retaining. human.
talent,.Vancouver.has.strong.advantages:

•. Its.world-wide.reputation.for.livability.makes.
it.a.desirable.work.location.for.talent.from.all.
over.the.world

•. Its. population. continues. to. grow,. thanks. to.
Canadian.and.B.C..immigration.policies

•. It. leads. other. major. Canadian. cities. in.
entrepreneurship. and. self-employment,. and.
ranks.as.one.of.the.most.creative.economies.
in.North.America

•. It. is. among. the. most. multicultural. regions.
in. North. America,. ranking. second. only. to.
Toronto.in.foreign-born.population

•.It. has. a. strong. education. sector,. with. two.
world-class. universities. and. many. well-
regarded. public. and. private. educational.
institutions

But.the.region.also.faces.significant.challenges:

•.Housing. affordability. and. limited,. relatively-
expensive. child. care. are. major. barriers. to.
retaining. and. attracting. talent,. particularly.
those.starting.families

•. It.ranks.lowest.among.Canadian.city-regions.
in. making. best. use. of. the. educational.
qualifications.of.immigrants

•.Average.incomes.for.university.graduates.are.
relatively.low

•.Levels.of.research.funding.are.relatively.low
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Strengthening the Regional Economy

Despite.its.performance.over.the.last.two.decades,.
the.region.is.well.positioned.for.substantially.better-
than-average. performance. in. the. coming. decade,.
thanks. in. part. to. forward. looking. government.
policies:

•.The.strong.performance.of.Canadian.financial.
institutions. over. the. recent. recession,.
together. with. relatively. stable. real. estate.
markets,.have.made.Canada.a.very.attractive.
investment.destination

•.Changes. in. federal. and. provincial. corporate.
income. taxes. have. given. BC. a. highly.
competitive.tax.climate

•.The. introduction. of. a. harmonized. sales. tax.
(HST).in.2010.will.help.boost.local.investment.
by. domestic. and. international. companies,.
raising.productivity,.export.and.income.levels

•.Vancouver’s.location.and.links.to.Asia.enable.
it. to.benefit.from.the.rapid.advance.of.Asian.
economies

•.Progressive. immigration. policies. at. the.
federal. and. provincial. level,. combined. with.
increasing. interprovincial. labour. mobility.
through. interprovincial. agreements,. provide.
labour.force.growth.

•.The. region’s. multicultural. population,.
entrepreneurialism. and. green. credentials.
offer. a. unique. business. environment. with.
substantial. advantages. for. many. globally.
oriented.businesses..

•.The.success.of.the.2010.Olympic.Games.has.
demonstrated. Vancouver’s. value. proposition.
to.a.worldwide.business.audience.

For. the. region. to. take.maximum.advantage.of. the.
economic. opportunities. it. faces,. more. policy. and.
other.changes.are.necessary,.in.particular.to:.

•.Maximize. collaboration. among. the. many.
public,. private,. academic. and. not-for-
profit. sector. agencies. involved. in. economic.
development

•.Make. Vancouver. well. known. internationally.
as.a.business,.as.well.as.a.leisure,.destination

•.Make. Vancouver. more. attractive. to. young,.
internationally.mobile.talent

•.Maximize. linkages. between. Vancouver. and.
the.global.economy

City-regions. are. the. prime. engines. of. economic.
growth. and. innovation. throughout. the. world,. and.
the.economic. future.of. the.province.depends.on.a.
strong. and. vibrant. region.. Stronger. collaboration.
within. the. public. sector. is. therefore. increasingly.
important.. Senior. governments. should. recognize.
municipalities.in.metropolitan.areas.as.partners.in.
economic.development,.rather.than.as.implementers.
of.senior.government.programs..At.the.same.time,.
municipalities. cannot. expect. senior. governments.
to.work.closely.with.22.different.entities.–.a.strong.
economic. development. partnership. among. all.
municipalities. in. the. region. is. a. pre-requisite. for.
economic.partnership.between. local.governments.
and.senior.levels.of.government..

The. 2010. Games. provided. the. opportunity. for. a.
highly. successful. federal-provincial-municipal.
collaboration. in. investment. attraction.. This.
foundation. should. be. used. to. build. a. robust,. tri-
level. partnership. that. extends. to. all. policies. that.
impact. economic. performance,. including. taxation,.
regulation,.climate.change,. land.use,.housing.and.
child.care..To.the.extent.that.municipalities.lack.the.
resources. to. be. effective. partners,. the. Province.
should.provide.them.with.access.to.more.revenue.
sources.and.to.more.delegated.powers.

Better.collaboration.between.the.public.and.private.
sectors. is. as. important. as. collaboration. among.
levels.of.government..Governments.must.recognize.
the.limitations.of.a.private.sector.of.predominantly.
small.businesses:

•.Smaller. businesses. are. disproportionately.
impacted.by.regulations

•.Public. procurement. represents. a.
disproportionately.large.share.of.major.local.
procurement.opportunities
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•.Many.sectors.lack.large.“anchor”.companies.
that. can. support. industry-wide. associations.
and.activities

Public-private. collaboration. is. particularly.
important. in. meeting. environmental. goals..
Environmental. performance. should. be. improved.
through. a. combination. of. incentives,. regulations.
and. other. approaches. that. does. not. compromise.
businesses’.international.competitiveness...

Despite. its. diversified. economy,. the. region. is.
sometimes. characterized. as. a. place. to. spend.
wealth. earned. elsewhere,. rather. than. as. a. place.
to. earn. a. living.. The. global. profile. of. the. region’s.
business.offerings.is.overshadowed.by.the.region’s.
reputation. for. beauty,. enhanced. as. it. has. been. by.
decades.of.heavy.investment.in.tourism.promotion..
The. challenge. therefore. is. to. balance. the. pursuit.
of. livability. and. tourist. dollars. with. aggressive.
development. and. promotion. of. knowledge-based.
businesses.that.can.provide.higher.paying.jobs.than.
those.provided.by.the.tourist.sector..

Regulations. need. to. strike. a. balance. between.
safeguarding. the. quality. of. life. and. allowing.
businesses. to. flourish.. Land. for. employment.
purposes,.including.agriculture,.must.be.protected.
against. the. apparently. inexhaustible. demand.
for. condos. and. other. residential. development..
Seaplanes. in. Coal. Harbour,. farms. in. the. ALR,.
manufacturing. close. to. residential. areas,. and.
efficient. trucking. through. the. region. must. be.
protected. from. disproportionate. concerns. about.
noise.or.smells..Support.is.necessary.for.research.
and.development.and.for.high.paying.industries.that.
have.to.compete.with.substantial.incentives.offered.
by.other.jurisdictions..

Its. extraordinary. livability. and. exemplary. green.
credentials. could. make. Vancouver. a. leader. in.
attracting. and. retaining. international. talent.. But.
unaffordable. housing. prices. and. a. shortage. of.
child. care. facilities. severely. limit. its. appeal.. The.
traditional. remedy. for. these.challenges.-.massive.
infusions.of.new.public. funding.–. is.unlikely. in. the.
current. fiscal. environment.. But. new. approaches.
that. provide. partial,. targeted. solutions. could.
significantly. impact. the. attractiveness. of. the.
community...

Successfully. retaining. talent. also. depends. on.
providing. an. exciting. environment.. The. region.
needs.to.provide.more.arts.&.entertainment.options.
for.younger.people;.it.must.also.maintain.excellent.
public. spaces,. particularly. in. downtowns,. since.
internationally.mobile.talent.is.typically.attracted.to.
dense,.urban.places.

Maximizing. international. linkages. is. particularly.
important. for. a. region. physically. cut. off. from. the.
rest. of. the. world. by. mountains,. an. ocean. and. an.
international.border..It.is.critical.to.maintain.efforts.
to.reduce.and.reverse.“thickening”.of.the.US.border,.
to. make. immigration. policies. more. business.
friendly,. to. support. improved. rail. linkages. to.
Portland.and.Seattle,.and.to.move.ahead.with.“open.
skies”.policies. that. increase.airline. linkages. to.all.
parts.of.the.world..In.addition,.Vancouver.needs.to.
pay.more.attention.to.Asian.languages.and.culture.
in. its. educational. institutions,. and. to. strengthen.
institutional. linkages. to. partners. in. Asia,. the.
northwest.US,.and.elsewhere.

Community-wide.collaboration.to.implement.these.
recommendations.will.ensure.the.Vancouver.region.
prospers,.notwithstanding.the.volatility.of.the.global.
economy.
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1.1 The Rise of City-Regions

In. the. globalized. economy,. competition. is. not.
among.countries,.but.among.major.cities.and.their.
immediate.surrounding.areas,.commonly.referred.to.
as.city-regions..Metro.Vancouver,.with.a.population.
of. over. 2.2. million. and. a. GDP. over. $90B,. has. an.
economy.that.ranks.about.64th.in.size.among.global.
city-regions1.

Increasing.urbanization.is.a.worldwide.phenomenon..
Cities.are.magnets.for.wealth.and,.in.turn,.population;.
their. prosperity. then. spills. over. into. surrounding.
areas2.. Global. cities. are. important. connection.
points.to.international.flows.and.networks..They.are.
the. prime. location. for. banking. and. finance,. legal.
expertise,. and. other. business. services. that. allow.
local. firms. to. compete. in. the. global. economy. and.
international.firms.to.establish. themselves. in. local.
and. regional. markets.. Talented. individuals,. new.
technologies,.and.cultural.changes.all.flow.through.
city-region. networks,. increasing. productivity. and.
local. incomes.. Globally-connected. centres. offer.
major.agglomeration.advantages.that.can.more.than.
offset.their.higher.business.costs.-.Richard.Florida’s.
“spiky”.world.of.clustering.global.talent3.

Global. cities. are. the. core. location. for. change. in.
the. economy. and. in. society.. All. economies. are.
increasingly.vulnerable. to.global.economic.shocks,.
and. city-regions. are. increasingly. the. focal. point. of.
this.volatility,.as.well.as.the.source.of.remedies..The.
diversity. and. capacity. to. facilitate. transformation.
found.in.cities.plays.a.crucial.role.in.helping.countries.
adapt.to.an.ever-changing.global.economy.

1.2 Escalating Competition and 
asia Pacific

Technology. has. become. an. ever-greater. driver.
of. economic. growth,. both. as. a. key. source. of.
productivity. within. firms. and. as. a. communications.
link. that. permits. easy. business. operations. across.
multiple. locations. –. Friedman’s. so-called. “flat.
world”. phenomenon. that. increases. international.
and.interregional.competition.

The.Asia-Pacific.region.will.continue.to.be.the.largest.
source. of. global. economic. growth. during. the. first.
half.of.the.21st.century,.alongside.Brazil.and.other.
rising.powers..Newly. industrializing.countries.pose.
an.on-going.threat.to.middle.class.jobs.throughout.
North.America..Sectors.such.as.manufacturing.are.
highly. vulnerable. to. offshoring,. while. knowledge-
based. services. are. less. likely. to. be. affected. in. the.
near.future4..

At. the. same. time,. rapid. industrialization. and.
urbanization.elsewhere.also.provide.benefits.for.the.
BC.and.Vancouver.economies..Vancouver’s.location.
makes.it.a.key.transportation.hub.for.imports.from,.
and. exports. to,. Asia.. In. addition,. the. expanding.
middle.classes.in.Asia.will.increase.demand.for.the.
province’s. resources,. creating. upward. pressure. on.
commodity.prices.
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1.3 Human Capital becoming 
Scarce

Increasing.and.enhancing.human.capital.is.a.major.
challenge.throughout.the.developed.world..According.
to. the. World. Bank5,. the. workforce. of. developed.
countries.taken.together.will.peak.in.2010.at.around.
half.a.billion.people,.and.then.fall.by.about.5.percent.
over.the.next.15.years..The.average.age.in.G7.nations.
will.top.40.years.in.20096..

Canada’s. international. immigration. will. help. it.
maintain.a.younger.age.profile.than.Europe.or.Japan,.
but.still.older.than.the.U.S..In.B.C.,.the.median.age.
will.increase.from.39.8.years.in.2006.to.an.expected.
46.2. years. by. 20317.. Aging. of. the. population. will.
tighten. labour. markets. and. create. persistent.
shortages. of. skilled. workers.. The. working-age.
population. will. decline. dramatically. relative. to. the.
number.of. retirees,.meaning.a.smaller.percentage.
of.the.population.will.be.responsible.for.keeping.the.
economy. going,. and. for. generating. tax. revenues.
Attracting. skilled. workers. is. a. growing. challenge,.
as.is.continually.upgrading.the.skills,.education.and.
productivity.of.the.workforce.

Human.capital.now.plays.a.key.role.in.firms’.location.
decisions..The.knowledge-based.economy.is.driven.
by. skilled. workers. whose. loyalty. is. shifting. –. away.
from. firms. and. towards. cities. and. peer. groups..
Inexpensive. telecommunications. and. travel. have.
created.a.world.of.footloose.talent,.but.paradoxically,.
have. also. created. greater. demand. to. live. in. high.
quality.environments.that.have.a.sense.of.“place”..In.
this.context,.Vancouver’s.natural.beauty.and.quality.
of.life.are.increasingly.important.economic.assets.

1.4 Climate Change and the Green 
Economy

The.world. faces.a.daunting.array.of.environmental.
and. energy. challenges,. including. climate. change,.
energy.security.and.pricing,.and.degradation.of.land,.
water. and. air. resources.. As. a. result,. environment.
and.energy.have.become.fundamental.business.and.
economic.issues.

With.transportation.and.buildings.accounting.for.the.
vast.majority.of.GHG.emissions,. local.governments.
will. have. an. increasingly. important. role. in. climate.
change. policies.. Dense. and. efficient. urban. forms.
are. increasingly. necessary;. condominiums. are.
already. overtaking. single. family. dwellings. as. the.
main.source.of.new.housing.in.Canada’s.main.cities..
Expertise.in.energy.use.reduction,.and.in.renewable.
energy. technologies. and. financing,. is. becoming.
increasingly.valuable..

Environmental.and.energy.issues.present.not.just.one.
of.the.world’s.most.pressing.challenges,.but.also.one.
of.its.greatest.economic.and.business.opportunities..
One. study. suggests. that. not. addressing. climate.
change.will.lead.to.a.loss.of.at.least.5%.of.global.GDP,.
annually8.. Another. study. estimates. that. a. targeted.
investment.of.$50.billion.a.year.over.10.years.could.
reduce. energy. use. and. save. the. US. economy. $1.2.
trillion,.generating.900,000.jobs9.

“Green”.has.rapidly.become.one.of.the.fastest-growing.
sectors.of.the.global.economy..The.global.market.for.
green.building.materials.alone.is.expected.to.reach.
$571.billion.by.201310..The.Vancouver.region.is.well.
equipped.with. technology.and.expertise. to.become.
a. major. producer. and. exporter. of. green. products..
In. addition,. its. green. reputation,. which. builds. on.
the. activities. of. its. environmental. organizations,.
on. its. extensive. use. of. hydro-electric. power,. and.
on.provincial.actions.such.as. introduction.of.North.
America’s.first.carbon.tax,. is.an. important.asset. in.
seeking.export.markets.
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VancouVer as a global city-region post-2010

The. 2010. Olympic. Games. has. dramatically.
increased. Vancouver’s. international. profile,.
as. well. as. its. ability. to. compete. in. global.
markets

•.300,000.visitors.and.3.5.billion.viewers.
worldwide.learned.about.Vancouver

•.9,000.international.business.leaders.met.
with.local.counterparts.and.assessed.
local.business.expertise,.technologies..
and.products.during.the.Games

•.Business.visitation.will.increase.
significantly.in.future.years,.thanks.in.part.
to.the.convention.centre.expansion

•.Economic.development.partnerships.
created.within.the.community.to.maximize.
the.economic.impact.of.the.Games.will.
continue.post-Games

1.5 Social Sustainability

Cooperation,.trust.and.other.forms.of.social.capital.
are.increasingly.important.determinants.of..economic.
success..Developing.strong.linkages.among.public,.
private,. academic,. not-for-profit. and. community.
institutions.is.an.important.source.of.productivity..

With. the. globalization. of. world. markets. and.
businesses,. a. multicultural. work. force. is. a. strong.
advantage,. but. requires. work. to. ensure. all. races.
enjoy.equal.access.to.economic.opportunities..

With. middle. class. jobs. under. pressure. from.
industrializing. countries,. societies. can. become.
increasingly.polarized.between.the.wealthy.and.the.
poor..The.Vancouver.region.is.already.characterized.
by. high. levels. of. wealth. alongside. relatively. low.
incomes.and.high.poverty.rates11..

Vancouver as a global city-region post-2010

The.2010.Olympic.Games.will.dramatically.increase.Vancouver’s.
international.profile,.as.well.as.its.ability.to.compete.in.global.markets

•	 300,000visitors.and.3.5.billion.viewers.worldwide.linked.
Vancouver.to.the.global.economy

•	 9000.international.business.leaders.learned.about.local.
business.expertise,.technologies.and.products.during.the.
Games

•	 Business.visitation.will.increase.significantly.in.future.years,.
thanks.in.part.to.the.convention.centre.expansion

•	 Economic.development.partnerships.created.within.the.
community.to.maximize.the.economic.impact.of.the.Games.will.
continue.post-Games

•	 Games-related.infrastructure.has.increased.the.livability.and.
productivity.of.the.region.
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2.1 Vancouver within the bC Economy

Metro.Vancouver.accounts.for.half.of.BC’s.population,.
more.than.half.of.its.jobs,.and.most.of.its.job.growth.
in. recent. years.. Vancouver. is. also. the. provincial.
centre.of.higher.learning,.accounting.for.more.than.
2/3rd. of. post-secondary. spaces. in. the. province. in.
2006/0712.. It. is. the.province’s. front.door. for.visitors.
from.around.the.world,.and.the.centre.of.the.tourism.
and.high.tech.sectors.

Thanks.to.immigration,.Metro.Vancouver’s.population.
growth.is.expected.to.almost.double.that.of.the.rest.
of.the.province.over.the.next.decade13..The.region.was.
the.first.destination.of.over.87%.of.all.immigrants.to.
BC.in.200514.

The.region’s.economy. is.very.different. from.that.of.
the.rest.of.the.province,.but.the.two.economies.are.
highly.interdependent..Resources.still.dominate.the.
provincial. economy,. while. Vancouver. specializes.
primarily.in.services..The.forest,.mining.and.energy.
sectors.in.BC’s.interior.provide.much.of.the.provincial.
economy’s. strength. and. goods. exports,. while.
Vancouver.provides.business,.financial,.engineering.
and. technology. services. that. support. the. resource.
sectors.as.well.as.generating.export.earnings..The.
interior. generates. hydro. and. other. forms. of. clean.
energy,. while. Vancouver. provides. expertise. and.
research.on.generation.and.transmission..Vancouver.
is. also. the. transportation. and. broadband. hub. that.
connects.BC’s.interior.to.the.rest.of.the.world.

Strengthening.and.consolidating.economic.synergies.
between. the. region. and. the. rest. of. the. province. is.
important.for.the.economic.growth.of.the.province..

Opportunities.include:

•	 Strengthening. transportation,. energy. and.
information.connections.between.Vancouver.
and.the.rest.of.the.province.

•	 Developing.new.technologies.in.Vancouver.to.
enhance.productivity.in.resource.industries.

•	 Making. more. use. of. wood. products. in. the.
region,.particularly. in.construction,.design,.
and.energy.from.wood-based.biomass.

•	 Developing. supply. chains. for. more.
consumption.of.BC.food.in.the.region.

2.2 Economic Diversity

Diversity.is.the.key.to.economic.sustainability..Selling.
a.diversity.of.exportable.products.and.services,.to.a.
diverse.set.of.clients.and.markets,.is.a.strong.defense.
against.economic.volatility..A.diverse.economy.also.
provides.a.much.greater.variety.of.job.opportunities.
for.workers.and.entrepreneurs.with.different. levels.
of.skill,.education.and.experience.

Vancouver’s. economy. was. built. on. servicing. the.
supply. of. natural. resources. to. the. world. –. first.
gold,.then.forest.products.and.other.minerals..More.
recently,. the. Vancouver. economy. has. developed. a.
number. of. growing. knowledge-based. sectors.. In.
addition,. its. transportation. industry.has.prospered,.
as. have. tourism. and. other. industries. built. on. the.
region’s. natural. beauty.. As. a. result,. the. regional.
economy. has. become. well. diversified,. with. strong.
comparative. advantages. in. many. sectors,. and. less.
cyclical. volatility15.. Goods. production. now. accounts.
for. less. than. 20%. of. regional. employment,. with.
services.production.providing.the.overwhelming.bulk.
of.regional.jobs..
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industry number employed (‘000) share of total (%)

total employed, all industries 1,241.6 100.0 

Goods-producing.sector 234.1. 18.9.

. Agriculture 9.6. 0.8.

. Forestry,.fishing,.mining,.oil.and.gas 4.4. 0.4.

. Utilities 8.0. 0.6.

. Construction 105.3. 8.5.

. Manufacturing 106.8. 8.6.

Services-producing.sector 1,007.6. 81.2.

. Trade 186.7. 15.0.

. Transportation.and.warehousing 72.6. 5.8.

. Finance,.insurance,.real.estate.and.leasing 99.3. 8.0.

. Professional,.scientific.and.technical.services 115.9. 9.3.

. Business,.building.and.other.support.services 58.7. 4.7.

. Educational.services 98.5. 7.9.

. Health.care.and.social.assistance 115.1. 9.3.

Source:.Statistics.Canada,.Labour.Force.Survey.(Courtesy.of.BCBC)

Metro VancouVer eMployMent by industry, 2008

2.3 Structure of businesses

Vancouver’s.business.sector. is.dominated.by.small.
and.very.small.firms,.with.nearly.60%.of.businesses.
having. 1-4. employees16.. Firms. with. more. than.
100. employees. account. for. less. than. 15%. of. total.
employment17.. Recent. years. have. seen. growth. in.
numbers. of. smaller. businesses,. and. shrinking.
numbers.of.large.businesses18..

The. loss.of.head.offices. in. the.region.over. the. last.
15. years. has. been. significant19.. Much. of. this. loss.
has.been.due.to.consolidation.within.industries.and.
to. continentalization. of. head. office. functions.. This.
has. reduced. top-level. talent. and. expertise. in. the.
community,.as.well.as. local.purchases.of.business.
services20.. Relative. to. other. jurisdictions,. BC. has.
fewer. publically. traded. firms. and. a. larger. number.
of. privately-owned. firms. and. government-owned.
enterprises21.
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Metro VancouVer change in nuMber of business establishMents, 2004-2008
Classified.by.number.of.employees

Metro VancouVer business establishMents, 2008
Classified.by.number.of.employees

CMa
% of Establishment 

with 1 to 9 Employees
 % of Establishment 

with 10 to 49 Employees

 % of Establishment 

with 50+ Employees
Total Establishments

Vancouver 77.1 18.4 4.5 88,573

Calgary. 76.8 17.9 5.2 48,654

Winnipeg 68.7 24.4 6.9 20,285

Toronto. 76.0 18.3 5.7 172,715

Ottawa-Gatineau 73.6 20.9 5.4 31,246

Montréal 72.8 21.7 5.5 109,910

Halifax 70.9 22.9 6.2 11,872

Note:.Data.is.for.Canadian.CMAs..The.“establishments”.category.measures.businesses.with.employees,..
based.on.data.derived.through.payroll.remittances

Source:.Statistics.Canada.Business.Register,.prepared.by.BC.Stats.July.20,.2009

canadian cMas, business establishMents, 2008
Classified.by.number.of.employees

Number of 
Employees 1-4 4 -9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 500 + total

Number of 
businesses 51,861. 16,453. 9,918. 6,372. 2,249. 1,013. 491. 216. 88,573
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An. employment. profile. tilted. towards. small. firms.
makes.Vancouver’s.economy.more.nimble.and.able.
to.adapt.in.a.rapidly.changing.environment,.but.also.
presents. a. productivity. challenge. because. small.
firms.have.lower.levels.of.investment.in.productivity-
enhancing.areas.such.as.ICT22..

Vancouver’s.level.of.self-employment23.is.the.highest.
among. Canada’s. largest. CMAs.. About. 8.3%. of. the.
region’s.labour.force.worked.from.home.in.200624.

Small. firms. typically. have. fewer. resources. for.
outreach,.networking.and.marketing,.while.privately-
owned. firms. generally. communicate. less. with. the.
public.than.their.publically.owned.peers..

With.a.large.presence.of.both.these.types.of.firms,.
there.is.relatively.less.communication.among.

firms. in.Vancouver. than. in.other. jurisdictions..This.
represents. a. barrier. to. increased. productivity,.
and. also. an. opportunity. to. increase. productivity. by.
building.linkages.among.organizations.and.creating.
new.partnerships.

2.4 Productivity, Incomes and Exports

Recent.research.shows.that.BC’s.labour.productivity.
growth. has. been. less. than. half. that. of. the. rest. of.
Canada25..While.the.rest.of.Canada.has.been.benefiting.
by.working.smarter,.BC’s.economic.growth.has.been.
built. mostly. on. labour. force. growth.. With. human.
resources.becoming.increasingly.scarce,.this.labour.
productivity.gap.will.become.an.increasing.liability.in.
raising.incomes.and.the.region’s.prosperity.

canadian cMas share of labour force self-eMployed, 2005

Vancouver Calgary Winnipeg Toronto
Ottawa-
Gatineau

Montreal Halifax

13.5% 12.3% 8.8% 11.7% 9.6% 10.1% 8.7%

Source:.Statistics.Canada.Census.2006

real gdp per hour worked 
(Business.Sector)

.1998. 1999. 2000. 2001. 2002. 2003. 2004. 2005. 2006. 2007

$38

$36

$34

$32

$30

•.Canada

•.British.Columbia

Source:.BC.Progress.Board,.BC.Stats,.Statistics.Canada
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Source:.Conference.Board.of.Canada.(Canadian.CMAs

Metro.Atlanta.Chamber.New.Economy.Task.Force.Presentation.(US.CMAs)

Source:.Conference.Board.of.Canada.(Canadian.CMAs)

Metro.Atlanta.Chamber.New.Economy.Task.Force.Presentation.(US.CMAs)

north aMerican cMas, per capita incoMe, 2007 

north aMerican cMas, aVerage annual growth rate, in per capita incoMe, 1998-2007
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Low.productivity.is.the.result.of.limited.investment..
BC’s. levels. of. machinery. &. equipment. investment.
rank. behind. 25. of. the. 26. OECD. countries26.. BC’s.
investment.gap.with.the.rest.of.Canada.arises.from.
low.levels.of.investment.by.businesses27..Cyclicality.
in. the. resource. industries. discourages. investment,.
but.most.sectors.in.BC.invest.less.than.the.Canadian.
average28.. High. levels. of. small. business. and. self-
employment. pose. a. challenge. to. investment,.
because. of. the. limited. financial. resources. of.
these. enterprises.. Self-employed. individuals. have.
the. lowest. productivity. levels. among. workers. in.
Canada29.

Low. productivity. translates. into. lower. incomes..
Metro. Vancouver. ranks. poorly. against. other. North.
American.regions.in.both.GDP.per.capita.and.growth.
in. GDP. per. capita.. Vancouver’s. median. income. for.
university-educated. workers. is. the. lowest. among.
large.Canadian.cities30..Some.people.may.be.prepared.
to. earn. less. to. live. in. a. beautiful. place,. but. lower.
incomes.are.a.barrier.to.attracting.and.retaining.top.
talent..Vancouver’s.living.costs.are.as.high.as.Toronto.
or.Calgary,.but.earnings.can.be.less.than.in.lower-
cost.cities.such.as.Halifax.or.Winnipeg31..

Productivity. and. wage. levels. are. closely. tied. to.
export. performance.. High. productivity. allows. a.
jurisdiction.to.be.competitive.in.export.markets,.and.
high.export.volume.brings.economies.of.scale. that.
make.higher. incomes.possible..BC.has.a.widening.
trade. deficit. and,. over. the. 2004-2008. period,. had.
a. smaller. share. of. total. economic. activity. going. to.
exports. than. any. other. province. in. Canada32.. This.
is. a. major. weakness. at. the. provincial. level;. at. the.
regional. level,. the. problem. becomes. more. acute..

BC’s.exports.rely.heavily.on.the.resource.sector.and.
one.study.estimates. that.non-metropolitan.regions.
of.the.province.contribute.over.$28,000.per.person.in.
exports,.while.metropolitan.regions.contribute.only.
$9,64633.

The. BC. Government’s. decision. to. introduce. a.
harmonized.sales. tax. (HST). in.June.2010.will.have.
a.major.positive.effect.on.productivity,. exports.and.
average.wages,.since.it.will.decrease.the.amount.of.
taxes. paid. on. business. investments. in. productivity.
improving.equipment.by.40%34.

Over.time,.the. introduction.of.the.HST.will. improve.
export. performance,. but. more. measures. will. be.
needed.. Small. firms. need. to. work. together. to.
create.dynamic.exporting.clusters,.while.all.levels.of.
government.need.to.work.together.effectively.to.link.
exporting.clusters.to.global.markets.

2.5 building on “#1 in livability”

The. region’s. unmatched. physical. beauty. and.
temperate. climate,. together. with. the. community’s.
commitment. to. preserving. its. natural. endowment.
and. maintaining. a. high. quality. of. life,. have. been.
strong. revenue. generators. for. decades.. Strong.
marketing. of. the. city. has. made. the. region. a. top.
destination. for. tourists. and. migrants. from. all.
over. Canada. and. the. world.. As. a. result,. sectors.
associated. with. leisure. activities. have. boomed,. as.
have. the. property. development. and. local. service.
sectors.alongside.them.

canadian proVinces exports* as share of gdp (%), 2006 

NB Sask. Ont Man Que Nf..&.Lb. Alb PEI NS bC

72 68.9 66.8 62.2 57.6 56.3 56.2 55 46.7 45.8

*includes.international.and.interprovincial.exports.of.goods.&.services
Compiled.by.BCBC.from:.Statistics.Canada,.Provincial.Economic.Accounts
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Vancouver. is. a. premier. global. destination. for.
tourists,.with.more.than.8.5.million.overnight.visitors.
generating.$4.5.B.in.200835..International.tourism.will.
grow.as.global.incomes.increase,.with.China.soon.to.
become.the.largest.source.of.tourists.worldwide36..

As. the. baby. boom. generation. retires,. Vancouver’s.
status.as.a.retirement.destination.will.grow..Seasonal.
homes.for.the.wealthy,.and.homes.for.globetrotting.
entrepreneurs,. will. multiply. once. global. recovery.
is. more. firmly. established.. An. excellent. health.
care. system,. and. one. of. the. world’s. healthiest.
populations,.is.a.major.attractor.for.those.who.can.
afford.to.live.anywhere.they.want.

Vancouver’s. international. education. sector. is. also.
significant,. with. more. than. 170. schools. and. 2000.
employees. across. the. region37.. The. sector. adds.
roughly. $2B. to. the. province’s. economy. annually38..
Demand. for. international. education. is. growing,.
and. the. number. of. students. is. expected. to. triple.
over. the. next. 20. years39.. This. sector. helps. build. a.
younger.and.more.diverse.workforce,.since. federal.
and. provincial. regulations. allow. foreign. students.
significant.opportunities.to.work.here..International.
education. is. also. important. for. the. international.
business. relationships. and. linkages. it. establishes,.
whether.or.not.students.remain.in.Canada..

The.tourism.and.international.education.sectors.are.
major. regional. employers,. but. the. tourism. sector.
offers.low.average.wages.

british coluMbia aVerage weekly wages by sector, 2008-2009

$400Accomod..&.Food.Service

Agriculture

Retail.&.Wholesale.Trade

Health.&.Social.Services

Educational.Services

Finance,.Insurance.&.Real.Estate

Manufacturing

Transportation.&.Warehousing

Construction

Profess.,.Scient..&.Tech.Serv.

Public.Administration

Utilities

Forestry,.Fishing.&.Mining

$533

$615

$798

$868

$872

$885

$929

$966

$1069

$1101

$1227

$1228

Source:.BC.Stats,.Earnings.and.employment.trends,.12-month.moving.average,.August.2009
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The. international. publicity. generated. by. the. 2010.
Games,. the. strong. convention. business. already.
booked.for.future.years.thanks.to.the.new.convention.
centre,.and.the.recent.Chinese.government.decision.
to. give. Canada. Approved. Destination. Status,. all.
suggest. a. strong. long. term. future. for. tourism.. In.
addition,. there. are. opportunities. to. develop. new.
tourism. niches,. by. highlighting. First. Nations. and.
other.cultural.assets,.urban.sustainability,.and.other.
unique.features.of.the.community.

BC. has. recently. overtaken. Ontario. as. the. province.
hosting.most.international.students..In.addition,.the.
BC.Government.is.implementing.a.strong.coordinated.
program.to.attract. international.students,. together.
with.a.quality.assurance.program.that.builds.on.the.
province’s. reputation. for. educational. excellence..
These.measures,.along.with.the.rapid.growth.of.the.
middle.class. in.many.Asian.countries.suggest. that.
the.growth.potential.of.this.industry.is.strong.

2.6 “Downtown bC”

The. growth. of. the. regional. economy. was. driven,.
for. many. decades,. by. supplying. services. to. the.
province’s. resources. industries.. A. vibrant. business.
services.sector,.heavily.concentrated.in.Vancouver’s.
downtown.core,.now.provides.management,.finance,.
technology,. engineering,. marketing. and. other.
services.to.businesses.throughout.the.province...

The.sector.includes.a.global.centre.of.excellence.in.
all. aspects. of. the. mining. industry,. including. high.
tech.mining.exploration,.engineering.competencies,.
environmental. assessment. and. management,.
recruitment. and. financing.. Financial. services. are.
also.an. important.and.growing.component,. thanks.
in.part.to.the.activities.of.the.International.Financial.
Centre. of. BC.. Vancouver’s. workday. overlaps. with.
those. of. each. of. the. three. major. global. financial.
markets,. giving. it. an. important. advantage. in. the.
financial.sector.

The. expertise. “Downtown. BC”. developed. through.
providing. services. to. BC. industries. has. allowed.
it. to. support. the. growth. of. emerging. industries.

and,. increasingly,. to. export. its. services. overseas,.
particularly.to.Asia.Pacific.countries40..The.provision.
of. legal,. architectural,. engineering. and. other.
services. to. Asian. countries,. notably. China,. has.
made. Vancouver. an. attractive. location. for. Asian.
firms.seeking.to.establish.regional.offices.in.North.
America.. It.has.also.attracted.European.and.North.
American.firms.seeking.to.increase.their.knowledge.
of.Asian.markets..

Once.resource.and.commodity.markets.fully.recover.
from.recession,.demand.for.the.services.provided.by.
“Downtown.BC”.is.likely.to.be.strong.

2.7 Transportation – Canada’s Pacific 
Gateway

Hemmed.in.by.an.ocean,.mountain.ranges.and.the.
US.border,.transportation.has.always.been.crucial.to.
Vancouver’s.economic.progress..Today,.the.region’s.
location.makes.it.a.natural.gateway.to.North.America.
for.Asia,.and.a.natural.gateway.to.Asia.for.Canada..

Vancouver’s. transportation. advantages. include. a.
deep-water.harbor.that.offers.the.fastest.sea.route.
to. Asia. (except. for. Prince. Rupert),. and. dockside.
connections. to. three. major. railways. that. provide.
service.to.most.North.American.markets..This.makes.
Vancouver.the.largest.port.on.the.west.coast.of.North.
America. in. terms.of. tonnage41,. allowing. the. region.
to.generate.significant.revenue.from.movements.of.
imports. and. exports,. and. from. distribution. centre.
and.supply.chain.activities..

Gateway. transportation. activities. directly. account.
for. 82,000. jobs. and. $6.5. billion. in. GDP. annually.
across.the.region42,.with.the.activities.of.Port.Metro.
Vancouver. and. related. transportation. providers.
alone.accounting.for.over.37,000.FTE.jobs.in.200743..
Jobs.in.the.transportation.sector.are.relatively.well.
paid,.as.shown.in.the.previous.table.

Highly. rated. by. travelers,. Vancouver’s. international.
airport,. YVR,. is. the. second-largest. west. coast.
international. passenger. gateway. in. North. America..
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While.air.cargo.accounts.for.only.1%.of.goods.shipped.
by.volume,. it.represents.30-50%.of.shipping.value44,.
and.is.the.main.mode.of.transportation.for.key.exports.
such. as. high-tech. goods45.. YVR. itself. accounts. for.
more.than.25,000.direct.jobs.and.nearly.$7.billion.in.
economic.output46.

The. transportation. sector. includes. a. complex.
network.of.supporting.activities,.including.logistics,.
customs. brokerage,. export. financing,. foreign.
marketing,. transportation. technologies,. ship. repair.
and. fleet. ownership. and. management.. Many. of.
these.activities.are.clustered.in.or.close.to.Burrard.
Inlet,.around.YVR.and.along.the.Fraser.River.

The.transportation.sector’s.importance.goes.beyond.
transportation. services,. creating. and. reinforcing.
business. linkages. to. Asia. and. other. parts. of. the.
world.that.use.Vancouver’s.transportation.services..
Many.business.service.companies.in.the.region.draw.
part. of. their. strength. from. their. linkages. to. other.
countries.that.have.been.fostered.through.the.Pacific.
Gateway..

Longer. term. transportation. opportunities. are.
considerable,.though.they.may.be.negatively.impacted.
by. potential. increases. in. fuel. costs.. International.
goods.trade.was.growing.by.about.15%.annually.prior.
to. the. onset. of. the. recent. recession,. particularly. in.
the.areas.of.container.shipping.and.air.cargo47..The.
BC. Government. committed. to. tripling. the. flow. of.
containers. through. Port. Metro. Vancouver. between.
2005.and.202048,.which.would.produce.an.additional.
10,000.direct.FTE.jobs49.

2.8 High-Tech and Creative Sectors

The.development.of.high. tech.and.creative.sectors.
is. particularly. important. as. the. regional. economy.
continues. its. transition. from. a. resource. based.
economy. to. a. knowledge-driven. economy. that. can.
successfully.compete.with.the.emerging.economies.
of.Asia,.Latin.America.and.elsewhere.

High-tech. and. creative. sectors. have. similar.
foundations. for. success:. established. firms. and.

educational.institutions.providing.a.pipeline.of.talent.
and/or. research,. an. attractive. city. and. lifestyle.
for. workers,. and. an. entrepreneurial. culture. that.
continually. spins. off. new. enterprises.. Different.
sub-sectors. face. different. challenges.. High-tech.
industries.tend.to.have.high.incomes.and.high.cost.
structures,.while.some.parts.of. the.creative.sector.
are.essentially.craft-based,.typically.with.much.lower.
incomes. and. cost. structures.. Collaboration. among.
different.sub-sectors.is.growing,.creating.benefits.by.
harnessing.complementary.expertise.

The.Vancouver.region.accounts.for.about.70%.of.the.
BC. high-tech. sector,. which. added. about. $9.3. B. to.
provincial. GDP. in. 200750.. Exports. account. for. less.
than.10%.of.output,.but.grew.much.faster.than.overall.
exports. in. 2007. to. approach. the. peaks. attained. in.
the. 1999. high. tech. boom51.. The. sector. is. heavily.
dominated. by. services. (almost. 90%. of. output52)..
High-tech. occupations. pay. wages. on. average. 50%.
higher. than. the. BC. average53.. Underpinning. much.
of.the.high-tech.sector’s.success.is.one.of.the.best-
developed. early-stage. venture. capital. markets.
in. North. America,. though. it. is. less. successful. at.
providing.later-stage.financing54.

. The. information. and. communications. technology.
(ICT). industry,. the. largest. part. of. the. BC. high.
tech. sector,. is. geared. mainly. towards. improving.
productivity. in. Canadian. firms.. It. is. dominated. by.
small.firms,.with.some.global.players.such.as.IBM.
and. 3M. and. local. successes. such. as. TELUS. and.
PMC-Sierra.

The. Vancouver. video. gaming. industry,. part. of. the.
$2.3B. provincial. digital. media. sector,. is. a. global.
leader,. with. a. presence. in. the. region. from. most.
world-leading. firms.. It. is. a. strong. cluster,. with.
anchor. companies,. research,. education,. and. talent.
creating. a. self-sustaining. cycle. of. innovation,.
attraction. and. commercial. success.. Of. 22. global.
game.development.jurisdictions,.Vancouver.ranks.in.
the.top.five.for.high.quality.development.and.design..
Video.game.production.has.recently.become.eligible.
for.BC.tax.credits,.which.will.help. level. the.playing.
field. with. other. jurisdictions. that. offer. incentives..
The. local. industry. is. building. synergies. with. other.
tech.sectors,.as.evidenced.by.the.recent.merger.of.
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BC’s.new.media.and.wireless.associations.into.one.
organization,.DigiBC.

Film.production.in.the.region.is.also.world-renowned,.
with.about.60%.of.all.foreign.location.production.in.
Canada.occurring.in.BC,.and.revenues.nearing.$1B.in.
200755..Vancouver.has.developed.a.major.production.
and. post-production. industry. that. can. support. the.
biggest.Hollywood.movies.. It.provides. facilities.and.
expertise. for. the. fast-growing. domestic. industry,.
underpinned. by. a. strong. system. of. provincial. tax.
credits.that.has.recently.been.augmented..The.visual.
F/X.community. is. leveraging.the.region’s.strengths.
in. film. and. digital. content. creation. to. generate.
globally.recognized.leading.edge.work.on.films.such.
as.Watchmen,.District.9.and.Avatar.

The.life.sciences.sector,.in.particular.pharmaceuticals.
and.medical.devices,.is.based.in.large.part.on.spin-
off.companies.from.universities..The.sector.is.tilted.
towards. smaller. firms. that. seek. to. partner. with.
major. international. firms.. The. region’s. specialized.
aerospace. sector. has. been. successful. in. recent.
years,.with.major.increases.in.export.earnings56.

Large.numbers.of.people.are.employed.in.visual.and.
recording. arts,. with. Vancouver. having. the. highest.
concentration.of.artists.among.Canadian.cities57..The.
Downtown.Eastside.and.the.Commercial.Drive.area.
serve.as.the.region’s.arts.hub58..Many.talented.artists.
and. designers. struggle. to. make. decent. incomes.
in.a.complex.regulatory.environment.with.a. lack.of.
cultural. facilities59.. Creative. and. high. tech. sectors.
(except. life. sciences). have. high. self-employment.
levels.60.

Vancouver.has.an.excellent.international.reputation.
in.many.high.tech.and.creative.sectors.–.the.challenge.
now.is.to.grow.companies.to.create.a.critical.mass.
of.talent.and.expertise.that.can.develop.intellectual.
properties. locally. and. succeed. in. export. markets.
despite. strong. competition. from. elsewhere.. Many.
creative. sector. companies. need. to. increase. their.
business.skills,.and.their.ability.to.work.together.to.
find.new.local.and.export.markets.

2.9 Manufacturing 

Across.North.America,.manufacturing.has.declined.
relative. to. other. sectors. in. recent. decades,. thanks.
to.liberalized.trade.rules.and.stiffening.international.
competition.. But. manufacturing. remains. an.
essential. part. of. the. regional. economy,. providing.
high-wage.jobs.and.serving.the.local.needs.of.many.
other.sectors61..It.creates.and.exports.a.wide.variety.
of. products,. including. wood. products,. paper. and.
furniture;. food.products;. transportation,.machinery.
and.other.metal.products;.and.electronic,.computer.
and. medical. equipment.. It. accounts. for. three-
quarters.of.all.goods.exports.and.over.40.%.of.private.
sector.R&D.

The. region. accounts. for. about. 56%. of. all.
manufacturing.establishments. in. the.province..The.
sector.is.highly.cyclical,.and.suffered.significantly.in.
the.recent.recession;.a.high.Canadian.dollar.adds.to.
its. challenges.. Manufacturing. companies. typically.
have.more.employees.than.other.companies,.as.well.
as.paying.wages.about.15%.higher.than.average..A.
BC. Progress. Board. study. indicates. that. BC. has. a.
comparative.advantage.within.Canada.in.some.high-
tech. manufacturing62,. a. high-income,. high-value.
industry..

The. apparel. industry. provides. examples. of. how.
niche. manufacturing. is. evolving. towards. high-
value. production. with. linkages. to. other. sectors.
of. the. regional. economy.. Vancouver’s. active.
lifestyle. has. created. a. market. for. performance.
apparel. manufacturers. producing. “functional. and.
fashionable”.gear.for.activities.from.skiing.to.yoga..
Other.companies.have.developed.niches.in.advanced.
environmentally-friendly.fabrics,.and.locally-trained.
young.designers.are.making.their.mark.in.local.and.
export.markets..

The. manufacturing. sector. has. potential. for.
significant. growth. as. concerns. about. fuel. costs,.
and. other. issues. such. as. protection. of. intellectual.
property,. increase. demand. for. locally. produced.
products.. But. significantly. increasing. the. export. of.
manufactured.goods.will.depend.on.strong.support.
from. governments. to. create. effective. industrial.
clusters.with.accelerated.labour.force.productivity.
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2.10  agriculture

The. abundance. of. food. off. the. region’s. coast. and.
in. its. rivers,. and. the. fertility. of. the. Fraser. River.
valley,. have. been. mainstays. of. the. local. economy.
since.before.the.arrival.of.Captain.Vancouver..Today,.
the. region. accounts. for. a. quarter. of. the. province’s.
agricultural.industry63..Almost.a.fifth.of.the.regional.
land.base. is. farmland.protected. in. the.Agricultural.
Land.Reserve64.

Farms. account. for. about. $2.4B. in. GDP. province-
wide..Their.production.is.an.important.input.for.other.
significant. economic. sectors:. $6.7B. in. processing,.
nearly.$10B.in.wholesaling,.more.than.$16B.in.food.
retailing.and.service,.and.$2.4B.in.exports65..

The. majority. of. farms. and. farmland. in. the. Lower.
Mainland. are. engaged. in. livestock. production66..
Nearly. a. third. of. horticultural. farms. are. berry.
and. nut. producers,. and. another. roughly. 18%. are.
in. floriculture. and. nursery. production67.. Energy-
intensive. hothouse. operations. produce. year-round.
output.. A. small. but. growing. number. of. organic.
farms.(less.than.3%.of.farms.province-wide).expect.
continued.growth.in.their.market.segment.of.about.
20%.annually68..There. is.also.emerging.support. for.
urban.agriculture..

Local. food. production. is. particularly. important. to.
Vancouver’s.restaurants.and.food.retailers,.many.of.
whom. specialize. in. high-end. local. fare,. and. cater.
to. international. tourists..More.direct. links.between.
local.farmers.and.the.region’s.residents.will.permit.
local. producers. to. sell. their. products. directly. into.
the. local. market. without. sending. them. to. out-of-
province. intermediaries69.. Demand. for. high. quality.
food. products,. both. locally. and. in. international.
markets,.will.continue.to.grow.

2.11 Social Economy

This.sector.includes.cooperatives,.foundations,.credit.
unions,.volunteer.organizations,.not-for-profits.and.
social.enterprises..It.is.particularly.vibrant.in.BC.and.
Vancouver.–.the.Vancouver.Foundation.is.the.largest.
organization.of.its.type.in.Canada,.and.the.cooperative.
movement. in. BC. is. the. strongest. in. Canada. apart.
from.in.Quebec..The.sector.has.a.strong.tradition.of.
innovation,.from.environmental.groups.like.the.David.
Suzuki. Foundation. to. manufacturers. like. Mountain.
Equipment.Cooperative.

The. BC. not-for-profit. sector. comprises. about. 7%.
of. provincial. GDP. and. employment.. Over. 80%. of.
organizations.are.very.small,.with. revenues.of. less.
than.$250,000.per.annum;.over.80%.operate.locally.
or.regionally;.and.over.80%.provide.services.to.people.
as.opposed.to.other.organizations70..

Social. economy. enterprises. are. “run. like.
businesses,. and. produce. goods. and. services. for.
the. market. economy,. but. manage. operations.
and. redirect. surpluses. in. pursuit. of. social. and.
environmental. goals”71.. They. inject. innovation,.
capital,. entrepreneurship. and. business. expertise.
into. mission-oriented. organizations.. They. are. also.
effective. in. promoting. collaboration,. an. important.
consideration. given. the. limited. resources. of. most.
not-for-profits72.. Mission-driven. social. enterprises.
are.also.adept.at.tasks.that.other.organizations.find.
difficult,.such.as.bringing.marginalized.groups. into.
the.workforce..Acting.as.a.patient.and.community-
oriented.form.of.venture.capital,.a.small.but.growing.
number. of. financial. firms. and. cooperatives. in. the.
region. are. helping. social. ventures. through. close.
involvement.with.management. 

The.social.economy.is.likely.to.grow.in.importance..
The. cooperative. commitment. to. self-reliance. and.
community. is. increasingly. important. as. fuel. costs.
and. uncertainty. in. the. global. economy. lead. to.
more. emphasis. on. local. economic. development73..
Addressing. environmental. challenges. offers. an.
opportunity.for.social.enterprises.to.develop.“green.
jobs”.for.marginalized.groups.
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3.1 addressing Environmental 
Challenges

Climate.change.and.other.environmental.issues.are.
having.a.profound.and.ever-increasing.impact.on.the.
global.economy..

Up. to.80%.of.GHG.emissions.originate. in.buildings.
and.transportation,.areas.largely.regulated.by.local.
governments..The.BC.Government.has.set.a.goal.of.
reducing.GHG.emissions.by.33.per.cent.over.the.levels.
of. 2007. by. 2020;. municipalities. in. the. region. have.
set.their.own.additional.environmental.targets..The.
City. of. Vancouver. has. perhaps. the. most. ambitious.
program. –. to. become. the. world’s. greenest. city. by.
2020,. through.meeting.goals. in.10.areas,. including.
creation. of. green. jobs,. green. building. design. and.
construction,.and.green.mobility. 

Reducing.GHG.emissions.typically.involves.significant.
investments. in. energy. efficiency. and. renewable.
technologies,.but.reduces.operating.costs,.increases.
productivity. and. provides. protection. against. future.
rises. in. the. cost. of. energy.. Other. environmental.
programs. also. advance. business. goals. –. for.
example,. eco-industrial. systems. and. integrated.
waste.management.approaches.that.use.waste.from.
one.process.as.an.input.to.another.process.provide.
new.revenue.streams.as.well.as.diverting.waste.from.
landfills.

Municipalities.have.among.the.best.opportunities.to.
repurpose. waste. and. thereby. increase. revenue. or.
reduce.costs..Sewage.flows.can.be.used. to.reduce.
the.cost.of.heating.and.cooling,.as.demonstrated.in.
Vancouver’s. South. East. False. Creek. project,. while.
solid.waste.can.be.used.to.create.energy,.as.currently.
under. discussion. at. Metro. Vancouver.. Reducing.
GHG. emissions. and. waste. can. therefore. result. in.
increased. municipal. productivity. and. savings. to.
taxpayers.

Addressing. environmental. issues. also. provides.
an. opportunity. to. create. jobs,. including. for. groups.
that. may. lack. skills. or. education. and. for. cyclically.
unemployed. construction. workers. and. building.
trades.. The. City. of. Vancouver’s. “Greenest. City”.
program. anticipates. the. creation. of. 20,000. green.

jobs.by.2020..A.wide.spectrum.of.jobs.will.be.created.
by.efforts.to.reduce.GHGs..These.include.high.tech.
researchers. and. software. engineers,. electricians.
and.carpenters,.and.positions.that.require.minimal.
training. such. as. application. of. weather. stripping.
and. urban. agriculture.. The. largest. numbers. of.
jobs. will. likely. be. related. to. building. retrofits,. with.
jobs. in. renovation. and. construction-related. trades,.
improving. insulation,. winterizing. techniques,.
installing. solar. panels. and. energy. monitoring.
systems,. and. maintaining. green. roofs,. walls. and.
landscaping.. Developing. enough. trained. personnel.
to.meet.the.demand.for.green.products.and.services.
could.become.a.challenge..

A. robust. environmental. program. attracts. talent. as.
well.as.providing.jobs..Many.younger,.highly.mobile.
people.have.a.keen.interest.in.environmental.issues,.
and. take. a. community’s. environmental. values. into.
account.as.they.choose.where.to.live..

The. challenge. in. addressing. climate. change. is. for.
governments.and.companies.to.work.together,.using.
a. combination. of. techniques,. including. education,.
technical. assistance. to. companies,. incentives. and.
regulations.. Overdue. reliance. on. regulations. that.
make. the. companies’. products. uncompetitive. in.
export.markets.could.significantly.damage.the.local.
economy..

3.2 Growing Green Sectors 

The. sectors. of. the. economy. that. provide.
environmental.and.climate.change.related.services.
are.doubly.important.–.for.the.jobs.and.wealth.they.
create,.and.for.the.services.they.provide.to.improve.
the.local.and.global.environment.

Growing.awareness.of.the.impact.of.global.warming,.
concerns. about. energy. security,. and. the. need. to.
provide. fiscal. stimulus. to. the. recovering. world.
economy.have.combined.to.make.the.green.sectors.
of.the.world.economy.among.its.fastest.growing..A.
study.of.the.US.economy.showed.clean.energy.jobs.
growing.at.nearly.three.times.the.rate.of.the.economy.
between.1998.and.200774..Despite.the.recession,.2009.
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was.the.second-highest.year.on.record.for.clean.tech.
venture.capital.investment75..

The.Vancouver.region. is.well.positioned. to.become.
a.major.supplier.of.green.expertise.and.products.to.
many.parts.of.the.world,.particularly.North.America.
and. Asia.. Vancouver. has. both. a. strong,. credible.
reputation.as.a.centre.of.“green”.and.a.broad.array.
of.companies.that.are.leaders.in.green.products.

Vancouver’s.green.reputation.is.based.on.a.number.of.
factors.–.the.way.it.has.preserved.its.natural.beauty,.
the. commitment. of. its. residents. to. environmental.
protection,. its. dependence. on. renewable. energy.
(hydro. power),. its. nurturing. of. prominent.
environmental.not-for-profits.(such.as.Greenpeace,.
the.Suzuki.Foundation,.the.Globe.Foundation.and.the.
Canada.Green.Building.Council),.and.the.actions.of.
its.governments.(first.carbon.tax.in.North.America,.
strong. climate. change. targets. and. programs).. The.
City.of.Vancouver.has.made.Vancouver.Green.Capital.
the.brand.under.which.it.pursues.all.its.international.
economic.development.initiatives..

The. Vancouver. region. is. home. to. many. firms. that.
provide.a.wide.variety.of. technologies.and.services.
to. improve. usage. of. energy. and. materials,. backed.
by.strong.support.from.post-secondary.institutions...
Vancouver’s.expertise.falls.into.three.sectors:.clean.
energy. technologies,. green. building. and. urban.
design,.and.environmental.management.

The. clean. energy. sector,. led. by. Clean. Works. BC,.
employs.3,000.people.in.about.90.companies,.mainly.
in. the. Vancouver. region,. with. revenues. of. $750.
million76..The.region’s.fuel.cell.cluster.is.recognized.
as.the.world.leader;.other.local.companies.produce.
technologies.with. immediate.commercial.potential,.
such. as. power. conversion,. natural. gas. engines.
and. photovoltaic. applications.. Vancouver. also. has.
considerable. expertise. in. rapidly-growing. areas.
such.as.micro-hydro,.power.measurement.and.grid.
management,. as. well. as. energy. conversion. and.
storage.technology77.

“Vancouverism”. is. a. buzzword. among. planners.
and. architects. involved. in. sustainable. urban.
development.. Vancouver. has. a. number. of.
internationally-recognized. green. architects. and.
designers,.and.a.growing.number.of.firms.exporting.
their. services,. including. the. overseeing. of. high-
profile. mega-projects.. The. green. building. sector.
includes. nearly. 1,000. companies,. ranging. from.
design. firms. and. dedicated. green. developers. to.
product.manufacturers.and.research.outfits.creating.
the.next.generation.of.green.building.products.and.
materials.. The. region. is. also. home. to. a. growing.
number.of.LEED-certified.practitioners.and.32.LEED.
certified. buildings. –. three. of. which. are. certified. at.
the.Platinum.level.–.as.well.as.an.emerging.industry.
hub.in.the.Light.House.Sustainable.Building.Centre..
Through. projects. like. Vancouver’s. LEED. Platinum-
certified. Olympic. Village,. local. firms. are. providing.
turnkey. solutions. that. integrate. local. technologies.
into.full-system.solutions.that.are.both.sustainable.
and.profitable.
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4.1 Demography

Demographic. changes. in. the. coming. decades. will.
drastically. reshape. the. region’s. human. resources..
BC’s. median. age. in. 1971. was. 28. years;. by. 2008. it.
had.risen.to.over.40.years78,.and.it.is.expected.to.rise.
to.nearly.43. years.by.202079..Lower.mortality. rates.
will.see.significant.increases.among.the.oldest.age.
cohorts,.especially.85+.years80..

The. region’s. population. is. expected. to. grow. about.
50%. from. 2006. to. 204181.. With. lower. fertility. rates,.
the. rate. of. natural. increase. will. fall. close. to. zero,.
and.population.growth. is.expected. to.come.almost.
entirely. from. migration,. particularly. international.
immigration82.

Employment. growth. has. been. robust. over. the. last.
decade,.with.the.regional.labour.force.growing.by.an.
annual. average. of. 2.1%. between. 2000. and. 200883..
Metro.Vancouver.estimates.that.employment.in.the.
region. will. grow. about. 600,000. between. 2006. and.
2041,.implying.growth.of.about.1.5%.per.annum84.

The. net. effect. of. these. demographic. changes. will.
be.an.aging.population,.with.an.increasingly.diverse.
working-age. population.. The. dependency. ratio.
(those.aged.0-14.and.65+,.compared.to.the.working.
age. population. aged. 15-64). will. increase,. meaning.
the. burden. of. work. and. production. will. fall. on. a.
smaller.proportion.of.the.population..

4.2 Education and Research

Vancouver. lags. behind. some. of. its. key. competitor.
regions,. such. as. San. Francisco. and. Toronto,. in.
educational. attainment.. But. it. is. well. ahead. of. the.
Canada. and. British. Columbia. averages,. and. ranks.
highly.among.Canadian.CMAs85..

Vancouver’s. levels. of. educational. attainment. are.
impacted. by. the. economy’s. cyclicality. -. economic.
booms. encourage. youth. to. abandon. education. for.
readily.available.high-wage,.low-skill.jobs..Relatively.
low.wages.for.university.graduates86.provide.less.of.
an.incentive.for.workers.attend.university.

The. region’s. post. secondary. institutions. are. an.
extremely. important. economic. asset,. as. well. as.
being. among. the. region’s. largest. employers;. as.
human. talent. becomes. increasingly. scarce. in.
future. years,. their. importance. will. only. grow.. BC.
ranks. third. highest. in. the. world. in. post-secondary.
educational. spending. per. capita.. UBC. is. among.
the. top. 40. universities. in. the. world,. SFU. ranks. as.
Canada’s.top.comprehensive.university87,.while.BCIT.
and.Emily.Carr.University.are.each.highly.regarded.
internationally.in.their.areas.of.specialization..These.
institutions.house.world-class.research,.along.with.
industrial. liaison. and. commercialization. activities.
that. have. spun. off. or. assisted. many. successful.
Vancouver. companies.. All. the. region’s. 17. post.
secondary. institutions. work. together. in. the. best.
system. in. North. America. for. allowing. students. to.
transfer.between.colleges.and.universities88..

candian cMas Median earnings by leVel of education, 2005

Victoria Vancouver Calgary Edmonton Regina Winnipeg Toronto
ottawa-
Gatineau

Montreal St. John’s Halifax

bachelor’s 
degree

$53,040 $51,663 $64,517 $58,922 $57,566 $51,906 $57,083 $65,079 $52,077 $55,607 $51,875

post-
bachelor 
degree

$66,863 $62,148 $74,997 $71,998 $68,766 $65,210 $67,192 $77,905 $63,546 $67,193 $64,857

Note:.Full.Year,.full.time.earners,.ages.25-64

Source:.Statistics.Canada,.Highlight.Table.Census.2006
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BC. post-secondary. institutions. excel. in. research.
and.innovation..BC.received.11%.of.post-secondary.
research. funding. in.Canada. in.2003,.but.generated.
19%. of. the. inventions. and. 25%. of. the. spin-off.
companies89.. While. BC. makes. the. most. of. its.
research.dollars,.its.rate.of.investment.is.barely.half.
that.of.Ontario.or.Quebec,.and.roughly.a.quarter.of.
the.rate.of.the.states.of.Washington.and.California90..
The.lack.of.“propulsive”.scale.large.companies.in.the.
region91.means.that.post-secondary.institutions.have.
a.larger.than.average.share.of.the.research.capacity.
of.the.community..

While. post-secondary. education. is. most. directly.
related. to. economic. success,. elementary. and.
secondary. education,. and. lifelong. learning,. also.
influence. economic. productivity. and. quality. of.
life.. Some. of. the. biggest. productivity. gains. can. be.
achieved.by.upgrading.(or.“pushing.up”).literacy.and.
education.levels,.particularly.among.those.with.low.
levels.of.attainment92..

According. to. a. recent. OECD. study,. BC. 15. year. old.
students. ranked. highly. in. the. developed. world. for.
mathematics,. science. and. reading.. But. only. about.
85%. of. students. in. the. region. graduate. from. high.
school,.and.only.80-85%.of.high.school.graduates.go.
on.to.post.secondary.education93..

4.3 Entrepreneurship and Creativity

Perhaps. because. the. mountains. separate. it. from.
the.economic.heartland.of.the.continent,.Vancouver.
is. Canada’s. most. entrepreneurial. economy,. with.
the. highest. proportions. of. self-employment,.
employment. in. new. firms. and. growth. in. small.
business. formations94.. Entrepreneurship. does. not.
always. translate. into. strong. growth:. Vancouver.
creates.jobs.in.new.firms.at.a.higher.rate.than.either.
Toronto. or. Calgary,. but. firms. that. grow. quickly. in.
employment. account. for. a. much. lower. share. of.
total.employment.in.Vancouver.than.in.these.other.
cities95.

Vancouver’s.well-developed.venture.capital.markets.
allow. new. companies. to. get. underway. quickly,.
building.a.strong.entrepreneurial.class.experienced.
in.successful.start-ups..But.venture.capitalists’.exit.
strategies. frequently. result. in. growing. companies.
being. acquired. by. larger. firms,. often. from.
elsewhere,. before. they. reach. their. full. potential..
This. business. model. does. not. create. durable.
medium. and. large. businesses. in. the. region,. but.
as.long.as.key.employees.and.intellectual.property.
remain. in.Vancouver,. the. loss.to. the.community. is.
not.as.great.

Richard. Florida. has. pointed. to. Vancouver. as. one.
of. the. most. creative. regions. on. the. continent96..
Florida’s.‘creativity’.is.synonymous.with.flexibility.and.
innovation,.and.is.increasingly.valuable.in.the.global.
economy..It.is.also.important.in.Vancouver’s.small-
firm.economy,.where.“horizontal.mobility”.is.one.of.
the.most.obvious.means.of.career.advancement97.

Creativity. is. by. no. means. limited. to. the. arts,. and.
recent.reports.have.focused.on.the.potential.gains.
from. injecting. creativity. into. more. traditional.
occupations98.. Creative. goods. include. exhibitions.
and.events,.an.important.part.of.quality.of.life.and.
creating.community.identity99.

The. arts. are. an. important. component. of. the.
economy. for. several. reasons:. for. their. economic.
output,.for.their.impact.on.attracting.and.retaining.
talent,. for. their. role. in. articulating. the. unique.
features.of. the.region,.and. for. their.positive.effect.
on.tourism.and.on.livability..41%.of.Canadian.artists.
have.a.university.degree.-.nearly.double.the.rate.of.
the.overall.labour.force100..
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4.4 Diversity, Inclusivity and  
Social Capital

Vancouver’s. cultural. diversity. is. one. of. its. greatest.
assets..The.region.ranks.second.among.major.North.
American. metropolitan. areas. in. the. proportion. of.
its. population. that. is. foreign-born.. This. diverse.
population. provides. a. “window. to. the. world”,.
bringing. new. ideas,. business. practices. and. global.
relationships;.it.also.reinforces.trading.relationships.
that.can.help.build.export.networks..

Ensuring.equal.access. to. jobs. for.all.people. in. the.
community. is. important. for. both. economic. and.
social.sustainability,.particularly.as.labour.markets.
tighten..Effective.engagement.of.First.Nations.in.the.
workforce. represents. a. source. of. potential. labour.
force. growth. Different. individuals. and. groups,.
including.those.with.physical.or.mental.disabilities,.
face. different. challenges. in. entering. the. labour.
force..Some.may.need.training.in.language.or.trade.
skills,.or.in.job.readiness..Others.may.need.employer.
willingness.to.accommodate.their.particular.needs.or.
family.situations..Social.enterprises.are.particularly.
adept.at.addressing.these.issues. 

Immigrants.to.Canada.bring.high.levels.of.skills.and.
make.a.major.contribution.to.the.Canadian.economy..
Recent.immigrants.are.more.than.twice.as.likely.to.
have.university.degrees.as.Canadian-born.citizens101..
But.Vancouver.performs.poorly.among.metropolitan.
regions. in.Canada.at.finding. jobs.that.make.use.of.
highly.educated.immigrants,.with.a.growing.number.
of. immigrants. employed. in. occupations. with. low.
educational. requirements102..Quicker. recognition.of.
foreign. workers’. credentials. will. be. a. crucial. step.
towards.better.integrating.highly-skilled.immigrants.
into.the.workforce.

In. a. region. where. many. residents. come. from.
elsewhere,. social. cohesion. may. be. more. difficult.
to. achieve. than. elsewhere.. For. this. reason,. the.
social. capital. created. by. cooperatives,. buy-local.
initiatives,. business. improvement. associations.
(BIAs),. industry. associations,. ethnic. and. bilateral.
business.associations,.social.enterprises.and.other.
associations. is. an. important. part. of. the. Vancouver.
economy..Similarly,.events.and.activities. that.bring.
people. from. different. backgrounds. together. for.
work.and.business.purposes,. in.person.and.on.the.
web,. add. to. the. overall. interconnectedness. and.
productivity.of.the.economy..

Sources:.Statistics.Canada.Census.2006.

U.S..Census.Bureau,.American.Community.Survey.2005
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4.5 affordable Housing and Child Care

Increasing.the.supply.of.affordable.housing.is.crucial.
for. sustained. economic. growth.. Lack. of. affordable.
housing.impacts.the.supply.of.talent.at.all.levels,.for.
all. industries.. It. is. a. limiting. factor. in. Vancouver’s.
ability. to.attract.and.retain.major.corporations.and.
head.offices..

Over. the. last. decade,. unprecedented. demand. for.
residential. development,. notably. for. high-end.
housing.funded.in.part.by.free-flowing.international.
capital,. has. been. a. key. feature. of. the. region’s.
development.. This. has. escalated. land. and. housing.
prices,. put. house. ownership. beyond. the. reach. of.
many.families,.and.built.pressure.for.conversion.of.
non-residential.property.to.residential.use.

The.best.opportunity.to.retain.internationally.mobile.
young.people.is.at.the.time.when.they.plan.to.start.

families,. since. they. then. settle. down. in. the. same.
city.for.some.years..Young.families.typically.require.
at. least. two. bedrooms. and. more. than. 1100. sq,. ft..
Current.condominium.developments. typically. focus.
on. the. smaller. units. most. attractive. to. investors,.
making.urban-oriented.2-bedroom.and.larger.units.
the.least.of.affordable.of.all.unit.types103..

Affordable.childcare.greatly.facilitates.parents’.ability.
to.participate.in.the.workforce..Canada,.and.BC,.have.
low. levels.of.public.support. for.child.care.relative. to.
other. nations. in. the. OECD104.. The. City. of. Vancouver,.
for. instance,. only. has. enough. licensed. childcare.
spaces.for.about.one.out.of.five.children.aged.0-5105..
With.spaces.costing.on.average.about.$600-$1000.per.
child.per.month106,.childcare.is.a.significant.cost.in.a.
region. of. relatively. low. incomes107.. Other. countries.
and.Quebec.have.moved.aggressively.in.this.area.as.a.
means.of.increasing.labour.force.participation..

Source:.CREA.website,.Market.price.for.all.residential.properties.sold.within.their.jurisdictional.boundaries,.including.
detached,.semi-detached,.townhouse/row,.and.condo.apartments,.etc....www.crea.ca/public/news_stats/statistics.htm
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5.1 Progress in Recent years

Recent.actions.by.the.Canada.and.BC.governments.
continue. to. strengthen. the. regional. economy..
Canada’s. international. cost-competitiveness108. and.
ranking.as.a.business.destination.have.improved109..
The. performance. of. its. financial. institutions.
during. the. recent. recession. enhances. the. region’s.
attractiveness.as.an.investment.location.

The. BC. Government. has. made. major. tax. and.
regulatory.changes.that.have.substantially.enhanced.
the. business. climate. in. the. region.. Reductions.
in. income. and. corporate. taxes,. the. upcoming.
introduction. of. a. harmonized. sales. tax,. and. new.
tax.incentives.for.certain.sectors.have.all.made.the.
region.more.attractive.to.many.industries..According.
to.KPMG,.Vancouver.now.has. the. lowest.corporate.
tax. regime. of. all. cities. in. the. industrialized. world,.
except.those.in.Mexico.and.Puerto.Rico110. 

B.C.. has. become. a. more. business-friendly.
environment,.thanks.a.reduction.of.more.than.40%.
in. provincial. regulations. since. 2001111. Canada’s.
immigration. policies. and. BC’s. Provincial. Nominee.
Program. (PNP). continue. to. grow. the. labour. force,.
while. interprovincial. labour. mobility. has. been.
improved112.

Senior. governments. have. undertaken. significant.
investments. in. the. region,. notably. in. goods.
transportation. infrastructure,. in. universities. and.
research,. and. in. specific. sectors,. such. as. life.
sciences,.new.media.and.film,.green.industries.and.
the.financial.sector..The.2010.Winter.Olympic.Games.
generated.priceless.publicity.for.the.region.

Municipalities. in. the. region. have. also. acted. to.
strengthen.the.local.economy..Following.several.failed.
attempts.at.creating.a.regional.approach.to.economic.
development. over. the. past. two. decades,. the. Metro.
Vancouver. Commerce. (MVC). initiative. is. showing.
strong.promise113..Municipalities.are.working.to.make.
their.regulations.more.business.friendly..The.City.of.
Surrey. is. investing.to.develop.a.new.city.centre. that.
will.act.as.a.magnet. for.growth.south.of. the.Fraser.
river.. The. City. of. Vancouver. has. reduced. business.
property.taxes.several.years.in.a.row..

Much. more. is. needed. for. Vancouver. to. realize. its.
economic. potential,. compete. more. effectively. with.
other.jurisdictions,.and.raise.its.income.levels.

Coquitlam

Maple.Ridge.

New.Westminster

North.Vancouver.(City.of)

North.Vancouver.(District.of)

Pitt.Meadows

Port.Moody

Richmond

Surrey

Vancouver

Municipalities collaborating in Metro VancouVer coMMerce (MVc) initiatiVe, 2010
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5.2 New approaches for the Future 

City-regions. are. the. prime. engines. of. economic.
growth,.innovation.and.post-secondary.education,.as.
well.as.increasingly.important.partners.in.addressing.
climate.change..In.many.ways,.the.economic.future.
of. the. province. depends. on. a. strong. and. vibrant.
Vancouver.region..

Senior.governments.should.recognize.municipalities.
in. metropolitan. areas. as. partners. in. economic.
development,. rather. than. as. simply. implementers.
of.senior.government.programs..It.is.important.that.
all.levels.of.government.work.more.closely.together,.
share.information.and.concerns.regularly,.and.align.
their.tax,.regulation,.pre-procurement.and.economic.
development. programs. for. maximum. economic.
impact,. as. well. as. other. policies. that. impact.
economic. performance,. such. as. climate. change,.
housing.and.child.care..

It. is. unrealistic. to. expect. senior. governments. to.
enter. into. partnership. with. 22. different. entities. in.
Metro.Vancouver.–.some.form.of.partnership.among.
all. local. municipalities. on. economic. development.
issues.must.precede.any.partnership.between.local.
government.and.senior.governments..

Municipalities.should.build.on.the.successful.Metro.
Vancouver.Commerce.(MVC).initiative.to.strengthen.
inter-municipal. collaboration,. expanding. its.
membership. and. range. of. economic. development.
activities. to.become.an.effective.partner. for.senior.
governments..

Lack.of.economic.development.marketing,.combined.
with. major. decade-long. investments. in. tourism.
marketing. campaigns,. has. resulted. in. the. region.
having. a. significant. international. reputation. as. a.
leisure.destination,.but.no.international.visibility.for.
its.other.business.sectors..MVC.activities.during.the.
2010.Games.have.started.to.change.this.perception,.
but.a.multi-year.program.is.necessary.to.give.local.
businesses.the.international.exposure.they.need.to.
improve.export.levels.

Consistency.in.regulations.among.all.municipalities.
in. a. region. can. translate. into. significant. savings.
for. the.private.sector.as.well.as. for.municipalities..
Pre-procurement. activities,. economic. development.
research,.and.advocacy.are.all.most.effective.when.
municipalities.combine.their.efforts.

A.long-term.structural.imbalance.between.Canadian.
cities’.revenue-raising.capacity.and.their.expenditure.
obligations.has.been.well.documented.for.decades114;.
the.local.situation.has.recently.been.documented.by.
the.City.of.Vancouver115..Municipalities.in.the.region.
face.billions.of.dollars.of.new.expenditure.pressures.
for,. in. particular,. transit. improvements,. solid.
waste. facilities. and. sewage. treatment. upgrades..
Addressing. climate. change. will. incur. additional,.
currently. unknown,. costs.. Current. investments.
in. economic. development. by. municipalities. in. the.
region. are. typically. less. per. capita. than. in. some.
smaller.cities.in.BC.and.in.most.major.metropolitan.
areas. in. Canada;. they. are. substantially. less. than.
those.made.by.competing.US.city-regions..

The. Province. should. recognize. that,. as. the.
responsibilities.of.municipalities.grow,.they.require.
access. to.new.revenue.sources.and.new.delegated.
powers,. with. safeguards. to. ensure. no. group. of.
taxpayers.is.disproportionately.burdened.

5.3 Public-Private Partnership

Collaboration.between.the.public.and.private.sectors.
is. as. important. as. collaboration. within. the. public.
sector.. The. best. regarded. economic. development.
agencies. in. Canada,. such. as. those. of. Halifax. and.
Ottawa,.have.crafted.public-private.partnerships. to.
fund. economic. development. initiatives.. This. eases.
the.pressure.on.local.ratepayers,.and.also.increases.
the. effectiveness. of. the. agency,. because. potential.
investors.from.outside.a.region.typically.view.public-
private.partnerships.as.evidence.of.a.good.business.
climate..Successful.economic.development.engages.
all.sectors.of.the.economy,.including.the.academic.
and.not-for-profit.sectors.
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Robust.economic.development.requires.a.business-
friendly.regulatory.climate.that.provides.speed.and.
certainty,. and. improves. public. and. private. sector.
productivity. without. compromising. standards.. This.
is. particularly. important. in. Vancouver,. because.
of. the. overwhelming. preponderance. of. small.
businesses,. which. are. disproportionately. burdened.
by. regulations116.. A. recent. City. of. Vancouver. study.
found. that. municipal. regulations. were. a. major.
problem. for. businesses,. particularly. those. in. the.
transportation,. development,. arts/creative. and.
restaurant.industries117.

Creating. and. maintaining. a. business-friendly.
regulatory. environment. requires. on-going. public-
private. sector. dialogue. and. collaboration.. Where.
technology. is. rapidly. changing,. experimental.
approaches. should. be. allowed,. and. discontinued. if.
necessary..Public-private.collaboration.is.also.the.key.
to. removing.regulatory.overlap.and. inconsistencies.
between.different. levels.of.government.and.among.
municipalities..

Providing.opportunities. for. local.firms.to.showcase.
their.products. is.vital. to.winning.contracts. in.other.
markets,. particularly. for. firms. developing. new.
technologies.. Regular,. sector-based. discussions.
among. public. sector. purchasers. and. suppliers.
about. anticipated. longer-term. needs. allow. local.
firms. to. plan. ways. (individually. or. collaboratively).
to. develop. the. capacity. and. expertise. necessary. to.
meet.anticipated.public.sector.demand..

5.4 Priorities for Senior levels of 
Government

Senior. governments. have. the. prime. responsibility.
for. three. economic. development. areas:. developing.
human. capital;. financial. support. for. innovation,.
productivity. improvements. and. infrastructure;. and.
facilitating. easy. movement. of. people. and. goods.
across. international. boundaries.. In. each. of. these.
areas,.municipalities.have.the.capacity.to.enlist.local.
partners. and. otherwise. make. senior. government.
programs.more.effective.in.their.communities.

Priorities.in.human.capital.development.include:

•	 Continued. support. for. education. and.
training,.including.lifelong.learning

•	 More. direct. support. for. research. and.
innovation.

•	 More.support.for.child.care

•	 More. emphasis. on. Asian. language. skills.
and.cultures,.at.all.levels.of.education

Priorities.to.improve.productivity.and.support.specific.
sectors.include:

•	 Ongoing. support. to. develop. exporting.
clusters. in. green. technologies,. as. well.
as. other. high. tech. sectors,. through. an.
integrated. program. of. incentives,. pre-
procurement.activities.and.regulations..

•	 Investments.to.maximize.synergies.between.
Vancouver’s.economy.and.that.of.the.interior,.
including. in. transportation. infrastructure.
and.development.of.exportable.value-added.
wood.products

•	 Policies. to.counteract. incentives.offered.by.
other. jurisdictions. to. attract. the. region’s.
high.tech.and.creative.firms

Priorities.in.international.mobility.include:

•	 Continuing. to. combat. “thickening”. of. the.
U.S..border.and.strengthen.ties. to.western.
US.states

•	 Refinement. of. immigration. policies. and.
programs. to. maximize. the. economic.
contributions. of. new. immigrants. and.
qualified.international.students

•	 Implementing. open. skies. policies. and.
supporting.better.passenger. rail. service. to.
the.U.S.
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5.5 land use and Development

Land.use.planning.is.a.municipal.responsibility.that.
is. extremely. important. for. economic. development,.
including. the. economic. development. activities. of.
senior. governments.. In. particular,. planning. must.
accommodate. the. space. needs. for. growth. in. each.
of. the. sectors. of. the. economy,. some. of. which.
have. specialized. space. needs. (e.g.,. road. and. rail.
transportation. corridors,. incubators. for. fledgling.
entrepreneurs. in. sectors. as. diverse. as. technology.
and.apparel,.performance/art.spaces.for.creatives)..

A. particular. concern. is. to. ensure. there. is. a. good.
long-term. supply. of. land. for. uses. that,. due. to.
noise,. odours,. truck. movements. or. other. factors,.
are. not. compatible. with. residential. or. office. uses..
Industrial. land. that. has. waterfront. access. is.
especially. important. for. the. region’s. role. in. goods.
transportation..

Where. land. use. planning. impacts. provincial.
economic. development. priorities,. the. Province. can.
legislate.to.protect.its.interests,.as.it.did.in.creating.
the. Agricultural. Land. Reserve.. The. Province. has.
not.chosen.to.protect.in.a.similar.way.the.lands.and.
corridors. needed. to. make. the. region. an. efficient.
transportation. centre. to. serve. goods. movement.
between. Canada. and. Asia.. Clarification. of. senior.
governments’.land.use.needs.for.the.Pacific.Gateway.
would. strengthen. both. the. region’s. transportation.
sector.and.the.regional.land.use.planning.process.

Land. use. planning. and. development. processes.
can. have. a. major. impact. on. the. cost. and. type. of.
housing.available.in.the.region..Providing.a.variety.of.
affordable.housing.options.for.families.is.important.
for.retaining.and.attracting.talent.that.is.increasingly.
mobile. internationally.. New. approaches. to. the.
development.of.affordable.housing.are.being.tested,.
notably.in.the.cities.of.Vancouver.and.Surrey;.more.
research. on. housing. costs. and. alternative. ways.
to. bring. them. down. is. needed.. Stronger. linkages.
between. land. use. planning. and. transit. planning.
could.yield.less.expensive,.higher.density.housing.

Creating. attractive. public. places. in. high. density,.
mixed.use.areas,.as.well.as.blends.of.different.uses.
to. animate. public. places,. is. important. throughout.
the.region..It.is.also.extremely.challenging,.given.the.
need. to. maintain. safety. and. steady. transportation.
flows. in. limited. areas. where. cars,. bikes,. transit.
vehicles,. pedestrians,. retailers,. street. vendors,.
restaurants,. cafes. and. bars. compete. fiercely. for.
space.

Effective.land.use.planning.is.particularly.important.
in. downtown. Vancouver,. the. heart. of. the. region’s.
business. sector.. As. BC’s. front. door. for. the. world,.
as. visitors’. first. impression. and. quickest. guide.
to. the. vitality. of. the. region,. and. as. the. area. most.
attractive. to. urban-oriented. internationally-mobile.
talent,.downtown.Vancouver.is.central.to.the.region’s.
prosperity..It.is.essential.to.keep.a.thriving.business.
presence. downtown,. despite. lower. costs. in. the.
suburbs.and.increasing.challenges.to.commuting.as.
the.region.moves.to.a.low.carbon.economy.

Downtown.Vancouver.needs.to.maintain.a.competitive.
edge. relative. to. both. suburban. locations. and.
competing.cities.around.the.world..This.can.only.be.
achieved.by.continuous.innovation.in.public.spaces,.
moving. to. a. less. car. dominated. transportation.
system,. introducing. greater. wireless. capacity. and.
other. technological. advances,. and. by. finding. more.
ways.to.reflect.the.region’s.unique.history,.including.
the.contributions.of.First.Nations.and.the.forest.and.
mining.industries.

5.6 Conclusion

Building. on. policy. initiatives. of. all. levels. of.
government.in.the.last.few.years,.and.on.the.success.
of. the. 2010. Games,. the. Vancouver. region. has. the.
ability.to.create.more.well-paid.jobs,.attract.the.talent.
and. capital. it. needs,. and. increase. its. international.
competitiveness..To.achieve.these.goals.will.require.
community-wide.commitment.and.collaboration.
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